Precise sample delivery
with BI-‐DirectFlowTM

Life Science Applications

BI-‐DirectFlow™ technology delivers
sample to the sensor surface with
near-‐zero dispersion generating
high quality data that more clearly
distinguishes true binding events
from the secondary effects.

Interaction between Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)
and Anti-‐BSA can be monitored in real-‐time by
using the flow injection SPR analysis module.

The binding response on the left (without dispersion) has
very sharp, well-defined binding analysis regions and
generates more accurate and reproducible results. The
binding response on the right (with dispersion) has blurred,
poorly defined binding analysis regions.

Material Science Applications
Metal Deposition/Stripping in EC SPR
Using EC SPR to quantify the amount of metal
electrodeposited onto a surface, the thicknesses of
the copper film can be determined within sub-‐
angstrom precision. The ability of EC SPR to
determine tiny thickness variations down to sub-‐
angstrom level demonstrates its superb sensitivity.

EC SPR study of 5 mM CuSO4/0.1 M H2SO4 solution:
(a) cyclic voltamagram showing copper redox peaks
(b) simultaneous SPR response confirming copper film
deposition and stripping corresponding to the redox
potentials.

Binding Kinetics Analysis

Reference subtracted binding curves of four channels at
varying analyte concentrations with kinetic analysis fits
showing an associate rate constant ka=8.6 × 104 ± 0.5 M-‐1s-‐1,
a dissociate rate constant kd=1.5 × 10-‐4 s-‐1 ± 0.25, and
affinity binding constant KD=1.7 nM ± 0.2

4500 System Specifications
Light&source

670&nm

Detection&speed

4&ms

Baseline&noise

70980&Deg
Gas&option:&40948&Deg
<&0.07&RU&RMS&(0.01&mDeg&RMS)

Baseline&drift

0.35&RU&(0.05&mDeg)&&(when&ambient&drifts&<&1°C/hr)

Temperature&Control&Range

6°C&to&50°C&(10°C&below&ambient&temperature&max)&

PC&interface

USB&3.0

Outer&dimension&

355(w)&x&250&(h)&x&515&(d)&mm&

Weight

11.5&kg

Power&supply&

1109230&V&50/60&Hz&

Number&of&sample&flow&channels

5&channels

Flow&cell&material

PEEK&(biologically&compatible)

Flow&rate&

1.0&to&250&μL/min&(application&dependent)&

Sample&injection&volume&

>50&μL&(application&dependent)

Incident&angles

Base&Station&

Channel&volume&

Fully&automated&(autosampler&option)
Semi9automated
32&nL&(typical)&

Injection&rise&time&

<&0.2&s&

Kinetic&constant&

ka&<1x10 8 &M91s 91
kd&>1x1096&s 91&

Affinity&constant&

KD&=&10 93&M&(1&mM)&to&10 912 &M&(1&pM)&

Molecular&weight&cutoff&

100&Da

Analysis&module&

5&channel&BI9DirectFlowTM &Module&

Computer&

Windows&operating&system&

Software&

BI9SPR&software&including&Data&Analysis&and&Kinetics&Analysis&
packages&

Sample&injection&method
Fluid&Handling&

Control&System&

4500 Analysis Modules

BI-‐DirectFlowTM

EC-‐DualFlowTM

EC SPR

Gas SPR

Included

Optional

Optional

Optional

